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There is even an economist. The American Martin Armstrong managed to become a
millionaire at 15, to find a model that predicts the global economic crises and get into
prison for 12 years without trial ever. In 1999, the FBI raided his office and confiscated
his computer. "They did it because it could" respond to "Ef.Syn.". "When apologoumoun
ahead in Congress, had assets of more than 3 trillion. dollar, while the US debt was 6
trillion.! With egkalousan exactly why I am studying money, without taking careful note. "
In prison he studied Law and succeeded his site have 3 million. Visitors per month.
Based on the scientific model (like Mantelmprot spoke of fractal geometry in space, the
Armstrong did the same time. It takes, that is, the evolution of a size over time -ftiachnei
a chronoseira- uniformities and records on different time scales) exactly predicted the
day of the Nikkei stock market crisis in 1989, Russia in 1998, etc. He studied Greek and
Roman history, has made specific studies on the economy of ancient Greece and is
located in our country on the occasion of the screening of the documentary «The
Forecaster», for him.
• Why did you become an economist?
Because of Milton Friedman. He had come on a my speech, when I was a simple
merchant, with no interest in Economics. Then he said that I do what I always dreamed of
himself: I act serious economic theories.
When they called me to the Central Bank of China, instead scholars Finance, I shocked.
Then I realized that I had so much experience that all academics would like to acquire,
but could not.
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• anticipate and solutions in addition to financial deadlock?
Money, as they were "product", required tax. Now that transactions are done
electronically, there is no need for taxation. In France, the Central Bank has "create
money", with 0% interest for government funding. The problems with this EU financial
system It is that the debts of countries are unsustainable. That is why the youth has no
future. That is why the cream of your child leaves the Greece. That is why the birth rate
decreases. Even in Russia, the state gives money to young women to have children.
However, no one seems to understand what's happening. The solution is to limit too
much government borrowing and over-taxation of many. Communism collapsed because
it did not allow for innovation, which is generated by individuals. Or we will change (it
"reformers") or die.
• If the next financial crisis, according to your calculations, do a few days, what does
this mean for Greece?
In Greece the crisis broke out early in 2010, just the day we predicted. There is a certain
regularity in when these crises occur, which is p (3,14) x1.000 days. The same turning
point in the previous wave of "crisis" was the 11/9 attacks on the Twin Towers. What will
happen in 2015 is related to the confidence that will show the Greeks in their
government. The truth is that even talking about a "new wave". What lived in Greece will
spread far and elsewhere in Europe. Even in the US, which was the only economy to
growth, even compared to China or Japan, and this will start to fall. The high end of the
economic crisis will come in 2020, but the direct result of the crisis will create situations
shock in 2017.
• A comment on EU policies
The EU It is doomed to failure. The Commission came to me in 1997, when they were
planning the "euro". I told them it would be a failure unless unify the sovereign debt of all
member countries. I was told that "understand", but how European populations would not
agree to this, so first we were making the eurozone and then dealing with debts. And now
politicians in the EU destroy peoples with austerity, to save the bankers. These people
speak only with numbers, but have no idea what "monetary policy".
The Greece entered the euro, its debts automatically increased and now suffer because
of him. The troika is not elected. The European Commission does not take account of
governments. All Europeans live in a dictatorship, not democracy. The same thing
happens in the US because of the incredible bureaucracy. Nothing can make Obama. The
entire western world is problematic now.
• You are a charlatan or a genius?
I am rich. Quite rich so what I can do just by pleasure. I no longer deal with capitalist
management. For me the definition of 'genius' is consistent with that of "non-conformist".
That I am. Genius is someone who knows everything, but he who is willing to read and
follow the results of his inquiries. What did and Socrates? The Oracle of Delphi was
saying that he was the wisest of all. He believed he knew nothing. The recognition of
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saying that he was the wisest of all. He believed he knew nothing. The recognition of
"ignorance" of gave him the opportunity to have an overall, and therefore universal,
perception of any subject. So I killed him ... And I'm ready to leave life. I no longer have
any ambition. So simply decant knowledge. Many doubt what I say, something
completely unexpected. I am an advocate of freedom-not only of thought. A freedom
which should be a major concern of any government. I fight of the relationship, but I see
that right and left are the same leaders.
info

In the documentary «The Forecaster» Marcus Vetter opens the curtain of this year
CineDoc. Martin Armstrong will be in the film and will participate, along with the director,
in an open discussion with the audience. With the support of the Goethe Institute.
Tuesday, 29/9, at 20.00, at the French Institute (Sina 31) Entrance: 6 euros.

READ ALSO:
"In the EU democracy is not in danger, simply does not exist '
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